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This invention relates to a writing instrument provided 
with a retractable point and is particularly directed to a 
ball point type of writing instrument provided with 
gravity-actuated means whereby the writing point is 
retracted into the barrel whenever the device is put 
away or is not held in a writing position. 
Most Writing instruments, such as fountain pens and the 

like, are provided with a separate cap which covers the 
writing point when the pen is not in use. The presence 
of these removable caps not only adds to the cost of the 
pen but in addition such caps are a source of annoyance 
and delay in the placement of the writing instrument in 
writing condition. Very often when a fountain pen pro 
vided with the usual cap is carried in the pocket of a 
garment by having the cap clipped onto the edge of the 
pocket, the writing instrument itself becomes loosened 
and separated from the cap falling into the recess of the 
pocket and staining the garment by contact of the point 
with the fabric. 

It is appreciated that heretofore many writing instru 
ments, including fountain pens and pencils, have been 
provided with retractable points, but in all prior construc 
tions of this type known to me the point was either moved 
into operative or inoperative position by means of man 
ually actuatable evers or nobs or the writing point was moved into writing position manually and springs and 
latches were employed for the purpose of retracting the 
point. - 
The construction forming the subject matter of the 

present invention eliminates springs, manually actuatable 
knobs, detents, etc., and instead relates to a retractable 
point writing instrument which is gravity-actuated. In 
other words, the instrument of the present invention, when 
placed in a writing position (with the writing part of 
the barrel directed downwardly), will cause the writing 
head or point of the instrument to protrude and be avail 
able for writing purposes. When the instrument is up 
turned so that the writing point or writing port of the 
barrel is directed upwardly, the writing point automat 
ically retracts into the barrel. 
Although the construction may be employed with foun 

tain pens employing liquid inks, it is particularly appli 
cable to writing instruments employing a freely rotatable 
ball point supplied with a relatively viscous writing fluid. 

It is an object of the present invention therefore to 
disclose and provide a simple, inexpensive and positively 
acting retractable point writing instrument which is grav 
ity-actuated. 
A further object of the invention is to disclose and 

provide a gravity-actuated retractable point writing in 
strument containing a tubular cartridge for writing fluid, 
said cartridge being connected to a conical writing head 
carrying a freely rotatable ball. 
A still further object of the invention is to disclose and 

provide a writing instrument which does not employ a 
removable cap and which is free from springs, knobs, 
detents and other elements for placing the writing point 
either in extended writing position or in retracted and 
covered position. 
These and other objects, uses and advantages of the 

present invention will become apparent to those skilled 
in the art from the following description of exemplary 
forms embodying the inventive concepts hereof. In or 
der to facilitate understanding reference will be had to 
the appended drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation, partly in longitudinal section, 
of a writing instrument in inverted, retracted position. 
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Fig. 2 is a side elevation, partly in longitudinal section, 

of the writing instrument in writing position. 
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of one form of weighted 

member used in actuating the cartridge. 
Fig. 4 is a transverse section taken along the plane 

IV-TV in Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a longitudinal section through a modified 
form of device. 
As previously indicated, the invention is particularly 

applicable to ball point writing instruments which con 
tain a tubular cartridge 1 for writing fluid, such car 
tridge being connected at one end to a conical writing 
head 2 carrying a freely rotatable ball 3 fed with writ 
ing fluid contained in the cartridge. The end 4 of the 
cartridge removed from writing head 2 may be open 
and preferably the edges of the tube are slightly rounded. 
The tube may contain a loose float in contact with the 
surface of the body of writing fluid within the cartridge 
for the purpose of preventing excessively rapid evapora 
tion of the fluid. 
The writing instrument itself comprises an outer 

barrel which may be made of any suitable material, 
length or configuration, said barrel being provided with 
a cartridge chamber i0 leading to a writing port 11 at 
one end of the barrel. The inner surfaces 12 of the 
chamber 10 adjacent the port 11 are preferably inward 
ly inclined to form a seat for the conical writing head 
when the latter is in writing position. It is to be under 
stood that the barrel may be made of sections suitably 
cemented, telescoped, threaded or otherwise connected. 
In the example illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, the barrel 
is provided with a recess 13 opposite the writing port 
11, said recess being of smaller cross-sectional area than 
the cartridge chamber 10. A shoulder 4 exists between 
the recess and the chamber, said shoulder being pref 
erably slightly inclined toward the recess and away from 
the writing port 1. Moreover, it may be noted that 

, the shoulder 14 is spaced from the Writing port 11 a 
sufficient distance so as to engage the end 4 of the 
cartridge when the writing head thereof is in writing 
position in the port S. It may also be noted that the 
recess 13 is unsymmetrical in cross-section (since it has 
a flat side wall) and is capable of slidably receiving the 
end portion of the cartridge. • 
A weighted slug or member 5 is slidably but non-ro 

tatably positioned in the recess 13. The weighted slug 
is shorter than the recess and may be axially bored as 
indicated at 16. The weighted member 15 is provided 
with an extension 17 eccentrically displaced with respect 
to the axis of the weighted member and recess and op 
posite the flat side of the member. As best shown in 
Figs. to 4, the exemplary member is provided with an 
extension in the form of a tongue having a face 18, 
the end of the extension being slightly rounded. 

It may also be noted that the barrel 5 carries a clip 
20 connected as at 21 to the barrel near the writing 
port 11, the clasping end of the clip being directed away 
from the writing port. 
When this device is in inverted position (with the 

writing port directed upwardly), the weighted member 
15 is at the bottom of the recess 13 and the open end 4 
of the cartridge 1 extends into the recess so that the 
conical writing head 2 is retracted within the barrel 
5 and the writing port 11 is open. Since the clip 20 is 
carried near the writing port this is the normal posi 
tion of the device when it is not in use. When, how 
ever, the device is turned so as to direct the writing port 
11 downwardly, the cartridge 1 will fall and seat itself 
upon the inclined conical walls 12 leading to the writing 
port. The weighted member 15 also drops in the recess 
13 and the rounded end of extension 17 contacts the 
end 4 of the cartridge causing the cartridge 1 to be 
come slightly inclined within the barrel by the entry of 
tongue 17 between the wall of the chamber and the 
cartridge, a portion of the edge of the cartridge 1 thus 
extending beneath the shoulder 14. 
The instrument is now in writing position and it 

will be observed that upward thrust against the ball 3 
is transmitted through the head 2 and cartridge against 
the shoulder 4. The instrument can therefore be used 
for writing at any pressure and the Writing point or ball. 
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will not be retracted. As soon as the device is inverted 
again, the weighted member 15 will slide into the bottom 
of the recess and will be followed by the cartridge. 
As previously indicated, ... the recess 13 may be non 

symmetrical or partly circular, whereas the cartridge 
chamber 10 may be circular in cross-section. The recess 
should be sufficiently large to slidably receive...the end 
of the cartridge when the instrument is in retracted or inoperative position. 
The modification illustrated in Fig. 5 distinguishes 

from that previously described in that the recess 23. is 
symmetrical and , concentric with respect to the main 
cartridge chamber 10; as a result the shoulder 24.com 
pletely surrounds the recess 23. The weighted member 
15’ is slidable and rotatable in the recess and is. pro 
vided with an extension 17 in the form of a pin hav 
ing a rounded end, this pin being eccentrically posi 
tioned with respect to the axis of recess.23 and gravity 
member i5'. Since the ends of the tubular cartridge 1 
are rounded, the extension 7" is capable of entering 
the open end of the cartridge 1 and by reason of the 
eccentricity of such extension, the cartridge is shifted 
laterally so as to place the endi of the carüridge in abut 
ting relationship to the shoulder 24 when in writing 
position. When the device illustrated in Fig. 5 is in 
verted so as to direct the Writing port 1' upwardly, the 
weighted member 15" drops to the bottom of the recess 
23 and is followed by a portion of the cartridge 1 caus 
*ing retraction of the conical writing head, 2. 

Other variations of the structure will readily occur 
to those skilled in the art. As pointed out hereinabove, 
the recess may be concentric or eccentric with respect 
sto the chamber; the weighted member may be rotatably 
or non-rotatably i slidable in the recess and may be pro 
vided with a pin or a tongue. The pin may be "spaced : 

0. 

30 

3 5 from the side walls of the recess or the tongue, may be 
contiguous to the side wall. An eccentrically positioned, 
non-symmetrical recess may be used with a weighted 
member having a pin (eccentrically extending therefrom) 
opposite the shoulder between the recess and chamber. 

All ª changes and modifications - coming : within the 
scope of the appended claims are embraced thereby. 

I claim: 
1. A gravity-actuated, retractable point, writing in 

strument comprising, in combination: a smooth-walled 
tubular cartridge of uniform diameter for writing fluid, "said cartridge having one open end and a 'conical writing 
head at the other end; an outer barrel provided with a 
writing port and a cartridge chamber in communication - 
therewith, the inner surface of the chamber adjacent the 
port being arranged to form a seat for the writing head 
when in writing position; a recess in the barrel opposite 
i said writing port, said recess being of smaller cross-sec 
tional area than the cartridge chamber but adapted to 
selectively and slidably receive the open ends of the tubu 
ilar cartridge; a shoulder between the chamber and the 
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recess, said shoulder. being spaced from the Writing port 
to abut and engage the end of the cartridge when the 
Writing head thereof is in writing position in the port; 
and a weighted member slidably positioned in the recess 
and provided with an extension pin directed toward the 
cartridge chamber and eccentrically displaced with respect 
to the axis of the member and recess, said extension pin 
having a rounded end adapted to enter the open end of 
the tubular cartridge to impart lateral movement thereto 
into engagement of...said cartridge with said shoulder to 
thereby hold the writing head in writing position upon 
the seat when the writing port is downwardly directed, 
said Writing head becoming unseated and the end of the 
tubular cartridge being slidably received in the recess 
when the writing port is upwardly directed. 

2. A gravity-actuated, " retractable point Writing instru 
ment comprising: a tubular cartridge for writing fluid, said 
cartridge. having one open end, the other end being con 
nected to a conical writing head carrying a freely rotatable 
ball; an outer barrel provided with a writing port and a 
cartridge chamber in communication therewith, the inner 
Surfaces of the chamber adjacent the port being adapted 
to form a seat for the writing head when in writing posi 
tion; a recess in the barrel opposite said writing port, 
'said recess being of smaller crossssectional area than the 
"cartridge chamber but adapted to selectively receive the 
open end of the tubular cartridge; a shoulder between the 
recess and the chamber, said shoulder being spaced from 
the writing port to engage the end of the cartridge when 
the writing head thereof is in writing position in the 
port, said shoulder being inclined toward the recess; and 
a weighted member slidably positioned in the recess and 
provided with an extension in the form of a pin eccentri 
cally displaced with respect to the axis, of the member 
and Tecess, said pin having arounded end adapted to 
enter the open end of the tubular cartridge in the cham 
ber and laterally move said end into engagement with said 
shoulder when the writing port is downwardly directed 
and the writing head is in saidport, said weighted mem 
ber and extension being slidable into said recess when ‘the writing port is upwardly directed. 

3. A gravity-actuated writing instrument of the char 
'acter stated in claim 2, wherein the recess is concentric 
with respect to the chamber. 
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